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Effective therapeutics for ovarian cancer continue to be ur-
gently needed, particularly for chemotherapy-resistant cases.
Here we present both a 3D-Matrigel culture-based expansion
of our directed evolutionmethod for generation of oncolytic vi-
rotherapies and two promising ovarian-cancer targeted onco-
lytic viruses, OvAd1 and OvAd2. OvAd1 was developed using
Matrigel cell cultures, whereas OvAd2 was developed in parallel
using traditional monolayer tissue culture methods. Both vi-
ruses are potent against a panel of platinum-resistant ovarian
cancer cell lines and are attenuated on normal cells in vitro, re-
sulting in therapeutic windows of �200-fold. We observed two
benefits of the use of Matrigel-based cultures for directed evo-
lution of these oncolytics: (1) use of Matrigel generated a bio-
selected pool that was more strongly attenuated on normal cells
while retaining its potency against ovarian cancer cells, and (2)
in an ovarian carcinomatosis model, the Matrigel-derived virus
OvAd1 suppressed all tumor growth while the non-Matrigel-
derived virus was 50% effective. Neither virus stimulated
formation of peritoneal adhesions as seen for Ad5-based ther-
apies. Consequently, these viruses are novel candidates for
development as new effective treatments for aggressive ovarian
cancer.
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INTRODUCTION
Ovarian cancer has the highest mortality rate of all gynecological ma-
lignancies. Although the overall 5-year survival rate is�40%, the sur-
vival rate drops markedly to �10% with increasing age and stage,
largely because of treatment-resistant recurrence.1 Of the gynecolog-
ical cancers, ovarian cancer has the highest recurrence rate, with over
60% recurring as therapeutically resistant after optimal de-bulking
surgery and frontline treatment with paclitaxel in combination with
platinum-based chemotherapy (American Cancer Society, http://
www.cancer.org/). These patients have very poor prognoses and
few therapeutic options.2

Most ovarian cancer patients die from intraperitoneal (i.p.) organ
failure, and this has led to trials of i.p.-delivered therapies. The
need for effective treatment for frontline-therapy-resistant ovarian
patients, combined with the potential efficacy of body cavity-
Molec
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restricted treatment has stimulated the development of ovarian-
directed oncolytic viruses, several of which have entered clinical
testing.3–8 Select oncolytic adenoviruses have demonstrated
adequate safety profiles in patients along with some encouraging
signs of activity,9 but overall, oncolytic viruses to date have lacked
sufficient potency for treatment of ovarian cancer patients.
Because oncolytic adenoviruses replicate selectively in and lyse
tumor cells, thus releasing an amplified dose of virus that then
infects and similarly kills remaining tumor cells, these bio-
therapeutic agents have the potential, as yet unrealized, to yield
complete therapeutic responses in patients while generating min-
imal side effects.

To improve the therapeutic utility of oncolytic viruses, we have
developed a method termed “directed evolution” that selects for po-
tency from a starting library or pool of diverse adenoviral serotypes
or recombinants thereof.10 This approach is unbiased for serotype
or mechanism of action in achieving the desired selection criteria
and is not limited by the extent of our existing knowledge of onco-
lytic mutations; this is in contrast with the conventional approach
of designed or engineered oncolytic viruses. The first therapeutic vi-
rus generated by this method, ColoAd1, was isolated for its rapid
and lethal replication in colon cancer cells.10 Successful application
of directed evolution is dependent both on maximizing the biodi-
versity of the initial viral pool and on carrying out the selection
process on cell cultures that recreate the target tissue as accurately
as possible.

A natural progression of this approach is to perform the iterative
rounds of selection in more sophisticated 3D cultures. Seminal
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Figure 1. SKOV3 Cells Grown on Matrigel Acquire

Substratum-Dependent Morphology

SKOV3 cells grown on GFR-Matrigel (left) compared with

those grown by traditional method on tissue culture

plastic (right) display distinct morphologies.
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work from the Bissell laboratory demonstrated that basement mem-
brane proteins, and the architecture they induce in cells cultured in
their presence, are critical for reproduction in culture of physiological
patterns of cellular polarization, growth regulation, apoptotic suscep-
tibility, chemotherapeutic resistance, adhesion, tissue specific func-
tion, cytoskeletal organization, signal transduction and gene expres-
sion, morphogenesis, and differentiation in cultures of both normal
and transformed cells.11–14 Others have corroborated and extended
these early studies, reporting that culturing cells such as ovarian
cells in gels whose physical and chemical properties closely
resemble human tissues yields data that are more clinically relevant
than that obtained from monolayer (traditional) cell cultures. Such
biomimetic cultures are commonly referred to as three-dimensional
(3D) to distinguish them from monolayer or two-dimensional (2D)
cultures.15,16

Because our goal is the development of oncolytic viruses effective
against high-grade, chemoresistant ovarian primary tumors and me-
tastases, we chose SKOV3 cells to model this target tissue. SKOV3
cells were derived from platinum-therapy-resistant ascites associated
with an ovarian serous adenocarcinoma, the most prevalent (>50%)
ovarian tumor type.17 The biodiversity of the initial viral pool was
increased relative to our prior work by the inclusion of ColoAd1
(along with representative serotypes from all the non-oncogenic
adenovirus groups). Through iterative passaging of the initial
adenoviral pool on two types of SKOV3 cultures and subsequent
cloning, we developed two novel ovarian oncolytic viruses, termed
OvAd1 and OvAd2, generated on Matrigel versus on monolayer
cultures, respectively. In vitro and in vivo comparisons of these
two viruses indicate that 3D culture methods may be superior to
monolayer culture methods in generating oncolytic viruses that
are both potent in vivo and attenuated on non-malignant normal
cells.

RESULTS
Directed evolution of an ovarian oncolytic virus was carried out on
the ovarian cancer cell line SKOV3 because these cells are represen-
tative of the poor-prognosis patient population for which this viro-
therapy was intended. SKOV3 cells form lacy, three-dimensional
structures when cultured on growth-factor reduced Matrigel allowing
visual verification that this basement membrane extract had induced
a change in the morphology of these cells (Figure 1). SKOV3 cells
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seeded onto Matrigel initially grow into multi-
layered rope-like strands (Figure S1) that widen
into the lacy morphology presented in Figure 1.
Growth in 3D can be observed by focusing the
microscope in the vertical direction (Figure S1).
Our observations are consistent with previously reportedmorphology
of SKOV3 cells grown on Matrigel.18

To determine whether a basement membrane substratum underlying
the ovarian cell cultures would affect the nature of the oncolytic vi-
ruses selected by directed evolution, the process was performed in
parallel using SKOV3 cells grown on Matrigel, a commercial base-
ment membrane gel substance, or using SKOV3 cells grown as mono-
layers (i.e., by traditional method on tissue culture plastic). The two
resultant selected viral pools, SM10 (passaged on Matrigel) and
SP10 (passaged on 2D monolayers), were titered by anion-exchange
(AIEX) chromatography,19 an analysis that also revealed that the
SP10 pool predominantly contained viruses related to Ad3, whereas
the SM10 pool contained viruses related to Ad3 and Ad11p or
Ad35 (the AIEX retention characteristics of Ad11p and Ad35 are
indistinguishable [Figure 2; Figure S2]). Note that by AIEX neither
SM10 nor SP10 contained viruses with the characteristics of Ad5,
the serotype on which almost all previous oncolytic viruses have
been based. The fact that no Ad5-related viruses had been selected
during the directed evolution of both viral pools supports our previ-
ous suggestion10 that Ad5 is likely not the most effective or promising
human adenovirus (Ad) serotype basis for all oncolytic virus develop-
ment, a suggestion subsequently supported by others developing
ovarian oncolytic viruses.20 Accurate viral particle counts for each
stock, whether purified or a crude cell lysate, were derived from the
AIEX results as viral particles per milliliter (vp/mL), enabling direct
comparison of the potency of each stock on the various cell lines by
MTS assay on a “viral particle per cell” (vppc) basis.19

To testwhether our viral selectionmethodhad increased thepotencyof
the viral pools against the SKOV3 cognate cells, MTS assays were used.
TheMTS data showed that the two bioselected pools, SM10 and SP10,
had very similar potencies on SKOV3 (Figures 3A and 3C), and that
both selected pools had increased several logs in potency relative to vi-
ruses in the initial pool (Tables 1 and 3; Figure S3). This result encour-
aged us to plaque-purify 12 viruses from each pool. Stocks of these 24
viral isolates were then titered and characterized by AIEX chromatog-
raphy prior to MTS assay. The AIEX chromatograms showed the ma-
jority of the viral isolates from each pool had column retention charac-
teristics indicating they were related to Ad3, while a few of the isolates
from the SM10poolwere related toAd11p orAd35, consistentwith the
composition of the SM10 and SP10 pools shown in Figure 2.



Figure 2. AIEX Analysis of SP10 and SM10 Identifies

AdSerotypes in EachPool andAllowsAccurate Viral

Particle Counts

The bioselected pools, SM10 and SP10, were analyzed by

AIEX chromatography. The elution positions of adenoviral

peaks are characteristic for each adenoviral serotype (Fig-

ureS2) andareevident in thechromatogramsas thenarrow

peaks superimposed on the broader protein peaks (dis-

cussed in Kuhn et al.19) contributed by the SKOV3 culture

medium. The position of each narrow peak in the chro-

matograms of the passaged viral pools indicate that SP10

(dark green chromatogram) is predominantly composed of

Ad3-related viruses, whereas SM10 (blue chromatogram)

contains both Ad3 and Ad11p-related viruses.
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To identify the most desirable isolate for further development from
among the 12 isolates of each pool, we next measured the tumor selec-
tivity of each of the 24 isolates by MTS assay. Tumor selectivity was
defined as potency (indicated by the IC50) on human normal primary
cells such as human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs),
divided by potency on malignant cells such as SKOV3. The desired
oncolytic virus would thus have the highest tumor selectivity score
or ratio, indicating that it would require a very large number of viral
particles to kill normal human cells, while very few viral particles
(small viral concentration) would be required to kill tumor cells.

Results represented in Figures 3A and 3C demonstrated that the
potency against SKOV3 cells was similar for the SM10 and SP10
pools, and the range of potencies of the 12 isolates of each pool
was also similar. Potencies on HUVECs, however, were distinct.
About 2 logs more virus were required for SM10 to kill HUVECs
as compared to SP10, indicating a much wider therapeutic window
for the Matrigel-derived pool as compared to the 2D-derived pool.
Consistent with this, all 12 isolates of the SM10 pool were tumor
selective in that they were attenuated on HUVECs, whereas 2 of
the isolates of the SP10 pool, and the SP10 pool itself, were not tu-
mor selective because they efficiently killed the normal HUVECs
(Figures 3B and 3D).Taken together, it appears that culturing cells
on basement membrane gel, as opposed to on tissue culture plastic,
does increase the probability of generating a tumor selective onco-
lytic, in this case by attenuating the potency of the selected pool
against normal cells while retaining potency against the target can-
cer cells.

The viral isolate with the greatest tumor selectivity was chosen from
each selected pool for further characterization. The Matrigel-derived
viral isolate was named OvAd1 (indicated by red arrows in Figures 3A
and 3B), whereas the monolayer-derived viral isolate was named
OvAd2 (indicated by blue arrows in Figures 3C and 3D).
Molec
OvAd1 and OvAd2 Are Two Different

Chimeras of ColoAd1 and Ad3

DNA sequence analysis of OvAd1 and OvAd2
revealed that these two viruses are both chi-
meras of wild-type Ad3 and ColoAd1, the on-
colytic virus previously developed in this laboratory.10 The first
�13,000 bp of OvAd1 and the first �10,000 bp of OvAd2 are
identical to ColoAd1, with the remainder of each virus identical
to Ad3 (Figure 4). Interestingly, we did not find any point mutations
in OvAd1 or OvAd2, similar to our previous observation10 that no
point mutations had been incorporated during the directed evolu-
tion of ColoAd1. It is of note that the E2B region of ColoAd1, which
is a recombinant product of the E2B regions of Ad11p and Ad3,10

was selected for in both OvAd1 and OvAd2. The repeated selection
of this chimeric E2B region suggests its importance for oncolytic
potency.

OvAd1 and OvAd2 differ in a 3-kb region between bp 10,150 and
13,060. We have termed this region the ORD, or OvAd Region of
Difference. OvAd1 is identical to ColoAd1 in the ORD, whereas
OvAd2 is identical to Ad3. Because this region of ColoAd1 was
derived from Ad11p, OvAd1 is also identical to Ad11p in the
ORD. The ORD encodes Viral Associated RNA, and L1 proteins
55 Kda and pIIIa. Additionally, the E2B transcription unit spans
the ORD. A number of splicing events control E2B functions,
and the localization of the ORD within the E2B transcription
unit predicts that E2B functions may differ between OvAd1 and
OvAd2.

OvAd1 and OvAd2 Exhibit Mixed Potency on Broad Panel of

Tumor Types

Having shown that OvAd1 and OvAd2 have acquired enhanced
potency (i.e., ability to kill) SKOV3 ovarian cells, we asked whether
these viruses had also acquired enhanced potency against other tu-
mor types. Potencies of OvAd1 and OvAd2 were compared with
those of the parental viruses, ColoAd1 and Ad3, on Panc-1, PC-3,
MDA-231-mt1, and HT-29 cells representing pancreatic, prostate,
breast, and colon cancers, respectively. ONYX-015, the most clini-
cally advanced adenovirus virotherapy, and Ad5, the serotype basis
ular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 4 March 2017 57
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Figure 3. Assessing Tumor Specificity: Potency of the SM10 and SP10 Pools and Viral Isolates on SKOV3 versus HUVEC Monolayers

(A) Potency of SM10 pool isolates assessed on monolayers of SKOV3 cells. The SP10 and SM10 pools were included in all MTS analyses as references to allow comparison

between assays. Results at 6 dpi are presented. The SM10 and SP10 pools as well as the 12 isolates of the SM10 pool had similar potencies (within a 1-log range) against

SKOV3 cells. The red arrow indicates the clonal isolate of SM10 that was renamed OvAd1. (B) The same viral isolates and pools as in (A) were assessed in parallel on HUVEC

monolayers; endpoints read at 10 dpi (the HUVEC assay required more days than the SKOV3 assay to reveal any killing of HUVECs by the 12 SM10 isolates). The SM10 pool

was about 2 logsmore attenuated on HUVECs than was the SP10 pool, and the SM10 pool isolates were 2–3 logsmore attenuated on HUVECs than was the SP10 pool. The

red arrow indicates the clonal isolate of SM10 that was renamedOvAd1. (C) Potency of SP10 pool isolates assessed onmonolayers of SKOV3 cells, along with the SM10 and

the SP10 pools; results at 6 dpi are presented. As in (A), SM10 and SP10 pools had very similar potencies on SKOV3, and the SP10 isolates were within about a 1-log range of

one another and of the pools. The blue arrow indicates the clonal isolate of SP10 that was renamed OvAd2. (D) The same viral isolates and pools as in (C) were analyzed in

parallel on HUVECs. Results at 7 dpi are presented. The SP10 pool and two SP10 isolates are 3 or more logsmore potent against HUVEC than the SM10 pool, indicating that

the SP10 pool and these two isolates are at best weakly tumor selective. The remaining 10 isolates of the SP10 pool appear to be tumor selective. The blue arrow indicates the

clonal isolate of SP10 that was renamed OvAd2.
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for ONYX-015 and all other adenoviral virotherapies clinically
tested to date, were included for reference. The IC50 values, or po-
tency, derived from the MTS assays on this broad panel of cancer
types are presented in Table 1. The potencies of OvAd1 and
OvAd2 were very similar to one another on each of these cancer
lines. The potencies of the OvAds are in a range similar to but
are not of greater potency than ColoAd1, indicating that increased
broad potency against this set of tumor types was not selected for in
our method. The other OvAd parental, Ad3, is not as potent as
either ColoAd1 or the OvAds on any cell line in this set, suggesting
that the Ad3 components of the OvAd viruses are probably not the
source of OvAd potency on these (non-ovarian) cancer lines. In
summary, the OvAds do not demonstrate increased potency against
all the tested tumor types but perhaps do warrant further investiga-
tion for use in prostate and pancreatic cancer.
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OvAd andOvAd2 Are Broadly Potent against High-Grade Serous

Platinum-Resistant Ovarian Cell Lines and Exhibit Potential for

Clinical Efficacy

OvAd1 and OvAd2 were selected for enhanced potency against the
ovarian cancer line SKOV3, but it was not yet clear whether these vi-
ruses had acquired broader potency against an array of ovarian cancer
tumor types. To test their wider ovarian efficacy, we analyzed their
potency against a panel of five ovarian cell lines representative of
the tumor types found in our advanced-disease, platinum-resistant
target patient population as well as one cell line that is platinum
sensitive.

The IC50 of each virus on each ovarian cell line was derived from
replicate MTS assays and used to calculate the potency of the
OvAds relative to their oncolytic parental virus ColoAd1; these



Table 1. IC50 of Each Virus Determined by MTS Assay on Four Cell Lines of

Non-ovarian Tumor Types

Virus HT-29 MDA-231 PC-3 Panc-1

OvAd1 and 2 1 20 0.05 0.7

ColoAd1 <0.1 0.5 0.02 2–3

Ad3 >200 10 4 30

Ad5 20 0.2 40 0.02

ONYX-015 >1000 10 >200 2–3
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results are summarized in Table 2. OvAd1 and OvAd2 potencies
were very similar to one another on each cell line. The OvAd vi-
ruses were 0.5–3 logs more potent than ColoAd1 on the three lines
representative of the most prevalent types of high-grade serous
(HGS-OvCa), platinum-resistant ovarian cancer and equivalently
potent on platinum-resistant non-serous lines. The potency of the
OvAds against all five of the platinum-resistant ovarian cancer
cell lines, a broadly divergent group, bodes well for their potential
efficacy against clinical tumors because ovarian tumors are highly
heterogeneous.21

ONYX-01522 was also included in these MTS assays. ONYX-015 was
less potent than ColoAd1, or the OvAds, on all lines in the ovarian cell
line panel, most of which are p53(�) and therefore would not be
expected to bias against ONYX-015. These data are consistent with
the poor clinical efficacy of ONYX-015 for treatment of ovarian
cancer.5,23 Ad5, the industry standard, and Ad3, a major source of
the OvAds’ genome, were similarly relatively attenuated on this panel
of ovarian cell lines (data not shown).

As an indication of how safe these viruses might be in the clinic, we
compared the potency of OvAd1 and OvAd2 to that of ONYX-015
on HUVECs, a primary normal human cell. Assays on HUVECs
showed all three viruses, OvAd1, OvAd2, and ONYX-015, had
very similar low potency (IC50 values �100–200 vp/cell) on these
primary endothelial cells. These data, along with the reported clin-
ical safety profile of ONYX015 and extensive testing of ColoAd1 on
human primary epithelial and vascular cells (S. Illingworth, Y. Di,
A. Bruno, I.K., M.B., J. Lei, M.R. Duffy, S. Alvis, Brian Champion,
T.H., L.S., J. Beadle, and K.F., unpublished data), indicate the po-
tential clinical utility of the OvAd viruses. Note also that for these
experiments, normal HUVECs were cultured according to manu-
facturer’s instructions including the addition of growth factors
and corticosteroids that have been reported to increase susceptibil-
ity of cells to virus infection.24,25 As such, these assay results on
primary normal cells may underestimate the true therapeutic index
relative to polarized, contact-inhibited layers of cells in normal
tissue.

The OvAds’ two parental viruses, ColoAd1 and Ad3, were also
included in these MTS assays. Table 3 summarizes the IC50 values
for these viruses on two platinum-resistant HG-OvCa lines as
compared with HUVECs. The OvAds’ IC50 is 1 vppc on the tumor
cells while being 200-fold more attenuated (less potent) on the
HUVEC. Each parent virus is similar to the OvAds only on one cell
type: Ad3 is similar to the OvAds in being attenuated on the HUVEC,
and ColoAd1 is similar to the OvAds in being relatively (10-fold less)
potent on the ovarian cancer cells. Although we do not yet know the
mechanism(s) responsible for these distinct potencies on malignant
versus normal cells, the data summarized in Table 3 suggest themech-
anism of OvAd attenuation on HUVECs may derive from Ad3, while
themechanism of potency against ovarian tumor cells derives primar-
ily from ColoAd1.

Matrigel-DerivedOvAd1 IsMore Potent ThanOvAd2 in an In Vivo

Ovarian Model

Given their promising potency and safety profiles, OvAd1 andOvAd2
were tested for in vivo efficacy in an institutionally approved and
supported SKOV3 intraperitoneal carcinomatosis model of ovarian
cancer. This model was chosen not only to test potency but also to
determine whether these viruses would cause peritoneal adhesions.
Such adhesions had prevented continuation of the ovarian clinical
trial of Schering-Plough’s Ad5-based p53-encoding gene therapy vi-
rus.3,26 Similarly, inflammatory reactions associated with adhesions
have marred clinical trials of ONYX0155 and other Ad5-derived
agents for treatment of ovarian cancer.27

In the carcinomatosis SKOV3 model, all viruses caused a decrease of
the luciferase signal over the imaging period of 26 days (Figure 5A) at
which point some animals began to be removed from the study after
reaching a humane endpoint (Figure 5B). On day 18, the last day on
which all group members were still included, OvAd1 and OvAd2 ap-
peared to have the most substantial impact on tumor burden as
assessed by luciferase group averages. Because of variability in the im-
aging, the difference between the viruses OvAd1 and OvAd2 was not
statistically significant.

Mice treated with ONYX-015, an Ad5-based oncolytic virus, devel-
oped adhesions in the peritoneal cavity and so had to be culled
during days 21–31, in contrast to untreated control mice which
succumbed to tumor burden later, from days 31 to 34. None of
the group B viruses, OvAd1, OvAd2, ColoAd1 or Ad11, caused peri-
toneal adhesions, and all had some surviving animals out to the end
of the study (147 days). An autopsy recording the underlying cause
for removing an animal from study revealed four of seven peritoneal
tumors in OvAd2-treated mice and zero of seven tumors in the
OvAd1-treated mice (Figure 5C). OvAd1-treated mice had just
two events, both late in the study: one of these animals had an in-
jection site tumor in the needle tract and was perfectly healthy but
removed under local animal welfare rules due to the risk of ulcera-
tion; the other OvAd1-treated mouse had weight loss to the humane
endpoint level (10%), but no tumor could be located. It is possible
that a small tumor was present but not visible. Blood from each
mouse in this study was analyzed for presence of adenovirus. In
no case could virus be detected in the bloodstream, addressing the
safety concern that oncolytic viruses may escape the peritoneal
cavity.
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 4 March 2017 59
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DISCUSSION
We have described two novel ovarian oncolytic viruses, OvAd1 and
OvAd2, both products of our ongoing efforts to develop potent viro-
therapies. In the current work, we targeted platinum-resistant, poor-
prognosis ovarian cancers. Our strategy was to select for viruses
potent against the platinum-resistant, ovarian serous adenocarci-
noma ascites-derived SKOV3 cell line, grown either as a 2D mono-
layer or as a 3D culture formed on the basement membrane extract
Matrigel. Both 2D and 3D culture methods selected oncolytic viruses
potent against a diverse panel of chemo-resistant ovarian lines while
being at least as attenuated on normal human cells as the most clin-
ically advanced oncolytic adenovirus, ONYX-015. Furthermore, both
viruses were effective in an in vivo model, and neither induced peri-
toneal adhesions seen previously with Ad5-based treatments.5,27 The
3D-derived OvAd1 was more potent in vivo than the 2D-derived
OvAd2 (none of the mice treated with OvAd1 developed or had
detectable tumors, whereas four of seven treated with OvAd2 did).
High-grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGS-OvCa) tumors are high-
ly intratumorally heterogeneous, thus effective treatments will need to
treat all the many subpopulations of these tumors (elimination of
single tumor sub-populations is not effective treatment). The pro-
nounced efficacy of the OvAd viruses against the three HGS-OvCa
lines, given the distinct genotypes of these cell lines, lends hope that
the OvAds will be effective against many ovarian tumor subpopula-
tions,21 whether as monotherapies or in combination with compatible
therapeutics.

OvAd1 and OvAd2 are replication-competent therapeutics, which
combined with their efficacy against ovarian cancer cells of various
genotypes, suggests their clinical potential. Replication-competent
oncolytic viruses specifically infect malignant cells, replicate many
fold, lyse the cancer cell, and ideally, go on to iteratively infect and
kill surrounding tumor cells until all malignant cells have been killed.
We previously reported development of the oncolytic virus ColoAd1
and the directed evolution method to identify potent viruses in an un-
biased manner from a diverse pool of adenoviruses. In the present
work, the method was extended to include selection on Matrigel-
based 3D cultures. The decision to test the effects of Matrigel was
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stimulated by reports that such 3D cultures are
more physiologically relevant than 2D cultures.
That the use of Matrigel had affected the product
of directed evolution became evident when the
tumor selectivity of the Matrigel-derived selected
viral pool SM10 was compared to that of the
monolayer-derived selected viral pool SP10.
The Matrigel-derived pool was 2 logs more
attenuated than the monolayer-derived pool on
primary normal HUVECs, while the two pools’
potencies on SKOV3 ovarian cells were similar.
As a whole, therefore, the Matrigel-derived pool has greater tumor
selectivity than the monolayer-derived pool.

The Matrigel-derived oncolytic OvAd1 was more effective in elimi-
nating cancer cells than the monolayer-derived OvAd2 in an intra-
peritoneal model of ovarian cancer, suggesting that the Matrigel cul-
tures may be better agents than monolayer cultures for selecting
viruses potent against SKOV3 tumors, presumably because the
in vitro 3D SKOV3 cultures were better mimics of in vivo SKOV3 tu-
mor biology. However, without additional studies analyzing a much
larger number of viral isolates derived by the Matrigel and monolayer
methods, we cannot make a conclusive statement about the benefit of
using Matrigel beyond the fact that viruses derived from the Matrigel
arm were distinguishable from those derived from the monolayer
arm. Additionally, it is not yet clear whether OvAd1 will be similarly
more potent than OvAd2 against other in vivo models.

In considering the genetic bases of these attributes of potency and
selectivity, there are significant similarities and differences between
OvAd1 and OvAd2. These two viruses were generated from two
distinct series of selective steps; therefore, their similarity is striking.
Both OvAd1 and OvAd2 carry over 20 kb of the right end of Ad3,
and AIEX chromatography of SM10 and SP10 indicated that most
of the bioselected viruses were related to Ad3; this Ad3 prevalence
suggests that some combinations of Ad3 features contribute more po-
tency against ovarian malignancies than do other Ad serotypes.
Future research will identify which Ad3 functions increase the effi-
cacy of the OvAd viruses against ovarian targets.20 Furthermore,
comparing the potency of Ad3 on SKOV3 cells and HUVECs (Table
3; Figure S3) indicated the Ad3 parent has 4-fold more activity against
SKOV3 cells than it does against HUVECs. Recombination of Ad3
with ColoAd1 generated viruses with 50-fold higher potency against
high-grade serous-type ovarian cancer cells, while Ad3’s attenuation
on normal cells was retained (Table 3), thus yielding tumor-specific
viruses. Other groups have reported the use of Ad3 fiber knob-pseu-
dotyping of Ad5 viruses to create ovarian virotherapeutics.28 In our
experience, Ad5 is more potent on HUVECs than on SKOV3 cells
(Table 3), suggesting that Ad5 does not have inherent characteristics



Table 2. OvAd1 andOvAd2 Are Both Potent against HGS-OvCa Lines and Likely Clinically Efficacious as Evidenced byComparisonwith Potency of ColoAd1

Cell Line Tumor Classification Tumor Type Prevalence (%) Platinum Sensitivity Relative Potency: IC50 ColoAd1/OvAds

CaOV3 papillary serous adenocarcinoma 40–50 R 2,000

OVCAR3 ascites, serous progressive adenocarcinoma 40–50 R 12.5

SKOV3 ascites, serous adenocarcinoma 40–50 R 20

BG-1 unclassified carcinoma unknown R 2

ES-2 poorly differentiated clear cell carcinoma 6 R 1

IGROV endometroid carcinoma, untreated tumor 15 S 0.01

The IC50s of OvAd1, OvAd2, and ColoAd1 were determined by MTS assay on monolayers of each cell line. The IC50s of OvAd1 and OvAd2 were equivalent on each line. Relative
potency, presented here, is the ratio of the IC50 of ColoAd1 divided by IC50 of OvAd1&2 on the same cell line; thus, the higher the number the greater the potency of the OvAds relative
to ColoAd1.
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of an ovarian oncolytic. It would be interesting to compare the
Ad3/Ad5 pseudotyped virus to OvAd1 to better understand the
mechanisms of potency of each virotherapy.

Both OvAd1 and OvAd2 acquired the left arm of ColoAd1. This arm
of the ColoAd1 genome is identical to Ad11p except in the E2B poly-
merase (pol) and terminal protein (pTP) coding regions where it is
Ad11p/Ad3 chimeric. Our observation that the OvAd viruses are
2–3 logs more potent on a variety of ovarian cell lines than either
of the parental serotypes (Ad11p and Ad3) that recombined in the
complex pattern that yielded ColoAd1 suggests that it is this chimeric
E2B region inherited from ColoAd1 that is responsible for the
enhanced potency of the OvAd viruses and that the mechanism of
this enhanced potency is enhanced viral replication. The pol and
pTP proteins form a heterodimer that binds to the terminal 18 bp
of the viral genome, the minimal origin of replication. The OvAd1
and OvAd2 origins of replication are identical to those of Ad3,
Ad11p, and ColoAd1. The OvAd/ColoAd1 chimeric pTP-pol hetero-
dimer may interact more efficiently with this origin of replication
than either the Ad3 or Ad11p wild-type heterodimers, as we have
postulated in discussing the enhanced potency of ColoAd1.10

Furthermore, by analogy to Ad5, it is expected that the pTP-pol het-
erodimer interacts with NFI and NFIII/oct-1 transcription factors
which also bind at the viral replication origin, interactions that
directly affect viral replication efficiency,29,30 and hence viral burst ti-
ters and potency. Since these transcription factors are cellular, they
may be part of the mechanism by which the ovarian cancer cells
participated in the selection of viruses with enhanced ovarian potency
and tumor specificity during the directed evolution process. Thus,
both the interactions of the chimeric heterodimer with the viral origin
of replication and with cellular factors may contribute to larger and/or
more rapid viral bursts, leading to enhanced cell lysis and viral spread.

Although equivalently potent on ovarian cancer cell monolayers
in vitro, OvAd1 intriguingly proved more potent than OvAd2 (zero
of seven i.p. tumors versus four of seven i.p. tumors; Figure 5) in an
in vivo intraperitoneal ovarian carcinomatosis model. Given their
otherwise identical genomes, the genetic basis for this functional dif-
ference maps to the 3-kb region between 10,000 and 13,060, making
all functions mapping to this region of interest in discovering the
mechanism of OvAd1’s apparently stronger in vivo potency against
SKOV3 xenograft tumors. In this region, OvAd1 is identical to
Ad11p and to ColoAd1, whereas OvAd2 is identical to Ad3. By com-
parison to the Ad11p (GenBank: AY163756) and Ad3 (GenBank:
AY599834) genomes, the functions spanning or mapping to this
region include E2B region splicing, and genes encoding Viral Associ-
ated RNA and the L1 proteins 52/55 Kda and pIIIa. Attributing
OvAd1’s superior in vivo potency to “cross-serotype hybrid vigor”
resulting from Ad3-serotype capsid protein interactions with gene
products inherited from ColoAd1/Ad11p is one hypothesis. An alter-
native hypothesis is that the mechanism of OvAd1’s superior in vivo
potency is due to the interactions of the 52/55 Kda protein with the
viral DNA replication and packaging machinery, all of which are
ColoAd1/Ad11p derived, while in the case of OvAd2 these are in-
ter-serotype interactions (the 52/55 Kda protein derives from Ad3
while IVa2, pol, and pTP derive from ColoAd1/Ad11p). If OvAd1
continues to prove more effective than OvAd2 in larger in vivo
studies, further studies to elucidate which factors are responsible
for these differences in efficacy would be warranted. In addition to
demonstrating improved anti-tumor activity, OvAd1 and the other
group B capsid viruses (OvAd2 and ColoAd1) were better tolerated
in mice showing fewer side effects than the group C capsid virus
ONYX-015. This observation is consistent with previous reports
comparing the tolerability of adenoviruses from Ad11 and Ad5
viruses administered into the peritoneal cavity.27 The presence of
human group B receptors in transgenic mice does not appear sensitize
animals to group B viruses in these studies and the difference in toler-
ability may be due to the response by macrophages that are respon-
sible for clearing most of the administered dose. The improved safety
profile of group B viruses in humans is currently under evaluation in a
number of phase I clinical trials.

There has been concern that a patient’s innate or acquired immunity
to a given virotherapy may reduce efficacy of viral agents. This possi-
bility applies to the OvAds because they are Ad serotype 3, and sero-
prevalence of antibodies to Ad3 is common.31 However, it remains
unclear whether anti-viral immunity enhances, or interferes with, ef-
ficacy of oncolytic virotherapy. In one study, when ovarian cancer pa-
tients were treated intraperitoneally with an Ad3 fiberknob-oncolytic
(Ad5/3), the clinical data suggest this virus was able in some patients
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Table 3. Tumor Specificity of Each Virus as Indicated by IC50 Values at 7 dpi

on Monolayers of Malignant as Compared with Normal Primary Human

Cells

SKOV3 OVCAR3 HUVEC

OvAd1 1 1 �200

OvAd2 1 1 �200

Ad3 50 200 �200

ONYX-015 >400 60 100

Ad5 >400 100 8

Ad11p 100 ND �150

ColoAd1 15 10 17
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to infect and produce viral bursts despite anti-viral immunity.32 Other
evidence suggests that pre-existing anti-viral immunity may enhance
the therapeutic efficacy of oncolytic viruses (OV).33 In preclinical
models, animals whose initial malignant xenograft had responded
to oncolytic therapy were able, much later, to fully resist repeat injec-
tions of malignant cells, without additional OV administration, thus
modeling OV-dependent resistance to recurrent cancer.34 Clinical
experience similarly indicates that viral infection leading to tumor
cell lysis may, by presenting novel combinations of viral and tumor
immunogens, be able to overcome suppression of anti-tumor re-
sponses, thus aiding tumor clearance and blocking metastatic
growth.7,35,36 Indications of tumor microenvironmental factors
affecting the efficacy of oncolytic virotherapies now includemany fac-
tors beyond immune functions.37 There is clear need for predictive
preclinical models in which each such factor can accurately be evalu-
ated so that we do not set aside potentially effective oncolytic
therapeutics. Current efforts to develop complex co-cultures reconsti-
tuting the ovarian tumor microenvironment are promising in this
context,38–40 as is the potential of hybridizing available mouse models
of ovarian cancer (reviewed in Morin and Weeraratna41) with genet-
ically diverse collaborative cross-strains to generate immunocompe-
tent, genetically diverse ovarian cancer models.42

To investigate the effects of anti-viral immunity on oncolytic viro-
therapy for ovarian cancer, given that OvAd1 is serotype Ad3, it
may be of interest to complete the testing and pre-clinical character-
ization of those Ad11p serotype viruses that were isolated in this work
from the SM10 pool. Seroprevalence of anti-Ad11p antibodies is low
compared with seroprevalence of anti-Ad3. Determining the in vivo
efficacy of OvAd1 compared to “OvAd1-like virus bearing an
Ad11p capsid” and to ColoAd1 may therefore be informative as to
the role of anti-viral immunity in tumor clearing. We note that it
may be possible to genomically engineer a version of OvAd1 express-
ing Ad11p capsid proteins for this purpose; however, such engineer-
ing may interfere with the integrity of the OvAd1-like viral particles
and thus is not preferred.

The ovarian tumor-targeting oncolytic viruses described here are
both potent and tumor selective in vitro and in vivo, and unlike
Ad5-based oncolytic viruses, OvAd1 and OvAd2 do not generate
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peritoneal adhesions. Comparisons with ONYX-015 suggest that
OvAd1 and OvAd2 would be safe for clinical use. The use of the base-
ment membrane extract Matrigel appears to have been effective for
the directed evolution of clinically relevant oncolytic viruses. The viral
pool selected using Matrigel has a much wider therapeutic window
(i.e., tumor selectivity) than the viral pool selected using standard
monolayer cell culture methods. Furthermore, OvAd1, the isolate
from the Matrigel pool, had somewhat greater in vivo potency than
OvAd2. The data presented here warrant the further development
and testing of these oncolytics for clinical use.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Viruses and Cell Lines

The human Ad serotypes Ad3 (GB strain), Ad4 (RI-67 strain), Ad5
(Adenoid 75 strain), Ad9 (Hicks strain), and Ad16 (Ch. 79 strain)
and the SKOV3, OVCAR3, PC-3, and HT-29 cell lines used were
all purchased from the ATCC and were cultured according to
ATCC directions. The chimeric virus ColoAd110 was developed in
this laboratory. ONYX-015 was a gift from its developer, Onyx
Pharmaceuticals. Ad11p (Slobitski strain), Ad35, and Ad40 were
gifts from Dr. William S.M. Wold at St. Louis University. Other cells
used were MDA-231mt1 (a cell line derivative isolated by Dr. D.
Zajchowski, Berlex Laboratories, from a rapidly growing subcutane-
ously implanted xenograft of MDA-231 cells) and Panc1-sct
(derived by Dr. S. Biroc, Berlex Laboratories, from a rapidly growing
subcutaneously implanted xenograft of Panc1 cells) both previously
published.10 The SKOV3-Luc cells expressing luciferase were devel-
oped by Dr. K. Fisher. Normal primary human cells isolated from
tissue were used as follows. Primary normal human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) isolated from human tissue sources
were purchased from Vec Technologies and used according to their
instructions.

Viral Purification and Quantification

Viral stocks were propagated on 293 cells, purified on CsCl gradients,
and titered (viral particles per milliliter is the unit used throughout
this report) by spectroscopy43 and by anion-exchange chromatog-
raphy.19 Most Ad serotypes have distinct retention profiles when
analyzed by the AIEX method used, and both purified stocks and
crude lysates can be accurately titered by AIEX chromatography.
Therefore, AIEX chromatography was used to determine the titer
of, and to partially characterize the serotype-relatedness of, all viral
stocks.19

Directed Evolution

Viral serotypes representing subgroup Ads B-F, namely Ad3, Ad4,
Ad5, Ad9, Ad11p, Ad16, Ad35, Ad40, and the chimeric virus
ColoAd110 were assembled into the starting viral pool. A portion of
the starting pool, containing 1012 viral particles of each viral serotype,
was subjected to published method for random mutagenesis by
nitrous acid;44,45 the reaction was stopped by neutralization of the
nitrous acid after 2.5–3 logs of kill (loss of viral titer). A stock of
Ad5 was mutagenized in parallel in order to determine the extent
of mutagenesis induced by the nitrous acid. A 356-bp region of the



Figure 5. OvAd1 and OvAd2 Proved Effective in Mouse Model of Ovarian Cancer and Did Not Generate Peritoneal Adhesions

Ovarian carcinomatosis tumors were established by administration of 5� 106 SKOV-3.Luc cells on day 0 (t0) into the peritoneal cavity and randomly assigned to seven groups

of seven mice each. At days 3, 5, and 7, mice were administered PBS, ONYX-015, Ad11p, OvAd1, or OvAd2 via a 0.5-mL i.p. injection. All virus-treatedmice received a dose

of 5� 1010 viral particles (vp) per injection for a total of 1.5� 1011 vp/mouse. (A) During the first 26 days, tumor burden was followed by luciferase imaging, and (B) survival was

followed out to 147 days. (C) Autopsy observations of pathological changes contributing to mouse mortality.
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19 K adenovirus protein was amplified from each of 10 viral isolates
from this parallel Ad5 mutagenized stock and sequenced. Sequencing
showed that one in ten isolates carried a point mutation compared to
non-mutagenized stocks. Extrapolation from this result (0.1 muta-
tions in 1% of the viral genome) indicates that approximately 10 mu-
tations were introduced on average per viral genome. The pool of
mutagenized virus serotypes was termed the mutagenized pool.
Another portion of the starting pool, containing 109 viral particles
of each viral type, was then added to an equal amount of the mutagen-
ized pool to create the combined pool so that the combined starting
pool contained equivalent numbers of mutagenized and non-muta-
genized viral particles. This combined pool was used to infect, at a
multiplicity of infection (MOI) = 10, subconfluent monolayers of
SKOV3. These infection conditions were chosen to invite recombina-
tion between all viral types present in the combined (mutagenized
and non-mutagenized) viral pool. Viral lysates were harvested from
these infected cultures at 24 and 48 hr post infection (hpi), thenmixed
together to produce the “recombined” pool. A fresh aliquot of the
combined pool was then added to this “recombined” pool to generate
the fully biodiverse viral pool used for bioselection. The biodiverse
viral pool was passaged once on a sub-confluent, monolayer culture
of SKOV3 cells at MOI = 10, a high particle-per-cell ratio again
used to invite recombination between all virus present in the bio-
diverse pool. The titer of the viral lysate supernatant from this round
of high viral particle-per-cell infection of subconfluent (70%
confluent) SKOV3monolayer cells was determined by AIEX chroma-
tography, then used in a 10-fold dilution series, starting at an
MOI = 0.1, to infect a series of over-confluent SKOV3 cultures grown
in 6-well plates. To achieve over-confluency, SKOV3 cells were seeded
at a density that allowed that cell line to reach confluency between 24
and 40 hr post seeding, and the cells were allowed to grow a total of
72 hr post seeding prior to infection. This cell density was 150,000
cells/cm2. This high cell density and prolonged growth was used to
maximize confluency at time of infection, with the goal of mimicking
growth conditions in human ovarian tumors. Cell culture supernatant
was harvested from the well infected with themost concentrated inno-
cula in the 10-fold dilution series that did not show any sign of cyto-
pathic effects (CPE) at day 3 or 4 post-infection. Each harvest served
as the starting material for the next passage of the virus. This process
was repeated until the viral pool achieved 10 passages.
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3D directed evolution using SKOV3 cells grown on growth-factor-
reduced Matrigel (GFR-Matrigel)-coated tissue culture plates was
done as described for directed evolution on monolayer cultures,
with the exceptions that the culture dishes or wells were coated,
following manufacturer’s directions, with Matrigel (Becton Dickin-
son Labware) at 150 mL/cm2 prior to seeding the cells. SKOV3 cells
were seeded onto Matrigel-coated plates at 150,000 cells/cm2, a den-
sity that generated three-dimensional growth morphology in these
cells by 24 hr post seeding (hps). The cells were infected 24–36 hps
(i.e., soon after the three-dimensional growth patterns induced by
Matrigel had become apparent in the cultures). One passage at
MOI = 10 was done to invite recombination between all the viral ge-
nomes in the pool before starting selective passaging. Selective
passaging on Matrigel was done, as described for monolayer bio-
selection, starting at an MOI of 0.1, followed by three 10-fold serial
dilutions. At each passage, culture supernatant was harvested from
the culture infected with the most concentrated innocula in the
10-fold dilution series that did not show any sign of CPE at day 3
or 4 post-infection. A total of 10 passages were performed before in-
dividual viruses were isolated and characterized from each bioselected
pool.

Isolation and Characterization of Individual Directed-Evolution-

Derived Viruses

Individual viruses were isolated from the 10th passage of each pool
(termed SM10 [i.e., the pool that was passaged on Matrigel-based
SKOV3 cultures] and SP10 [i.e., the pool that was passaged on mono-
layers of SKOV3], respectively) by two rounds of plaque purification
on SKOV3 cells using standard methods.43 Plaques from the second
round of plaque purification were deemed pure, infected cultures of
A549 cells were prepared using these purified plaques, and the onco-
lytic potency of these culture lysates was determined by MTS assay as
described.

MTS Assay

Viral potency against each cancer cell line or normal human pri-
mary cell sample was measured by MTS assay as described.10 To
perform the MTS assay, cells were seeded into 96-well plates at a
density determined for each cell type to generate a confluent mono-
layer within 24 hr. These densely seeded cells were allowed to grow
for 2 additional days prior to exposure to the test virus(es). Viral ly-
sates or stocks to be assayed for potency by MTS assay were titered
by anion exchange chromatography.19 Infections of cancer cells and
of human normal primary (HUVEC) cells were carried out in
quadruplicate, using serial 3-fold dilutions of the viruses starting
at a particle per cell ratio of 100 and ending at a particle per cell
ratio of 0.005. Infected cells were incubated at 37�C, and the MTS
assay was performed at the time points indicated for the individual
non-malignant cells or cancer cell lines. Mock-infected cells served
as negative controls and established the 100% survival point for the
given assay. Each data point in any given MTS assay was assessed in
quadruplicate, and IC50 values were derived from dose response
curves with R2v value of R0.9. Each MTS assay was repeated at
least twice, with consistent results.
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DNA Sequencing of OvAd1 and OvAd2

DNA sequencing was performed by Commonwealth Biotechnologies
of OvAd1, OvAd2, Ad3, and ColoAd1 DNA purified at Berlex Biosci-
ences. The DNA was partially digested with Sau3 A1, shotgun cloned
into pBluescriptII vector. Positive clones propagated fromwhich plas-
mids were isolate and sequenced using the sequencing primers M13R
and KS. Individual sequencing reactions were trimmed, edited, and
assembled using Sequencher (Gene Codes). Gaps in coverage were
amplified with custom oligonucleotide primers and sequenced. The
50 and 30 ends were sequenced directly off the ColoAd1 and Ad3
DNA.

Xenograft Model

A xenograft model of ovarian peritoneal carcinomatosis was estab-
lished in MF1 nude mice by administration of 5 � 106 SKOV-3.Luc
cells on day 0 (t0) into the peritoneal compartment and randomly
assigned to seven groups of seven mice each. At days 3, 5, and 7,
mice were administered PBS, ONYX-015, Ad11p, OvAd1, or
OvAd2 via a 0.5-mL i.p. injection. All virus-treated mice received a
dose of 5 � 1010 viral particles (vp) per injection for a total of
1.5� 1011 vp/mouse. Cell growth wasmonitored by luciferase (in vivo
imaging system [IVIS]), and survival data was taken at humane
endpoint of 10% weight loss or moderate clinical symptoms.
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